Patterns in Emergency-Department Arrivals and Length of Stay: Input for Visualizations of Crowding
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Abstract: Crowding is common in emergency departments (EDs) and increases the risk of medical errors, patient dissatisfaction, and clinician stress. The aim of this study is to investigate patterns in patient visits and bottlenecks in ED work in order to discuss the prospects of visualizing such patterns to help manage crowding. We analyze two years of data from a Danish ED for patterns in the patient visits and interview six clinicians from the ED about bottlenecks in their work. The hour of the day explains 50% of the variance in the number of patient arrivals. In addition, there are weekly and yearly patterns in patient arrivals. With respect to the flow of patients through the ED, length of stay increases from low to medium triage levels and then decreases from medium to high triage levels. Also, length of stay increases with patient age. The bottlenecks in the work in the ED relate to patient input (mornings, boom days), patient throughput (staff work hours, linear workflows, manual data entry, overview of patient progress, personal competences), and patient output (no admissions at night, scheduling patient transfers, home transports). The patterns in patient arrivals and length of stay capture factors important to the evolving balance between the demand for ED services and the available resources. Visualization of the patterns, thus, appears a promising tool in managing ED crowding. However, visualizations presuppose reliable data and are expected by the clinicians to be accurate and prognostic. We propose three visualizations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The emergency department (ED) is the common entry point to hospitals for nearly all patients with acute problems. Consequently, external events, beyond the control of ED clinicians, influence the moment-to-moment evolution of their work conditions. Severely injured persons may arrive at any time and need the immediate attention of multiple clinicians, yet the majority of the patients have unalarming injuries that, nevertheless, require time and careful assessment [1]. Unless patients leave the ED at the same pace as new patients arrive, the ED becomes crowded. ED crowding is a substantial problem because inadequate staffing makes it frequent, because it increases the risk of oversights and errors in the treatment of the patients, because it may develop into blocking where the ED must turn away new patients, and because it is stressful for the ED clinicians [2 - 5]. Knowledge about patterns in patient visits is an important element in the prevention and management of crowding.

In this study we investigate patterns in ED patient visits. Empirically, this investigation takes place at an ED in Region Zealand, one of the five healthcare regions in Denmark. The patterns are analyzed on the basis of quantitative data extracted from the electronic whiteboard that keeps track of the flow of patients through the ED, supplemented with interviews with ED clinicians. Specifically, the aim of this study is twofold:

* To analyze patterns in patient arrivals and their length of stay in the ED. Knowledge of such patterns makes variation in the number and length of visits more predictable and makes it easier to recognize extraordinary situations, which may require special precautions.

* Address correspondence to this author at the University of Copenhagen, Birketinget, 62300, Copenhagen, Denmark; Phone: +45 3234 1344; E-mail: hertzum@hum.ku.dk
• To discuss the prospects and possibilities of supporting ED clinicians in the moment-to-moment organization of their work by visualizing patterns in patient visits, for example on the whiteboard, in order to counter ED crowding.

The whiteboard is a central artifact in the coordination of ED work [6, 7]. It provides selected information about the patients, such as their arrival time, triage level, and the ED clinician responsible for their treatment. And it is attended by the clinicians on a regular basis to maintain their awareness of the state of the ED, to monitor the progress of their patients in the ED workflow, and to align and coordinate their activities with those of the other clinicians [6, 8, 9]. The substitution of electronic for dry-erase whiteboards has made the whiteboards a source of historical data about the flow of patients through the ED as well as a possible locale for visualizations of this flow. In the following, we review related work on factors associated with ED crowding, describe the method of our empirical work, present the results of our analysis, and discuss their implications for the prospects of visualizing patterns in patient visits to help manage ED crowding.

2. RELATED WORK

According to the American College of Emergency Physicians [10], "crowding occurs when the identified need for emergency services exceeds available resources for patient care in the emergency department (ED), hospital, or both."

2.1. Factors Causing ED Crowding

The causes of crowding are many but can be grouped into input, throughput, and output factors [3, 11]:

• **Input factors** are about sources and aspects of patient arrivals in the ED and, for example, include frequently returning patients.
• **Throughput factors** are about bottlenecks within the ED and, for example, include inadequate staffing.
• **Output factors** are about bottlenecks that originate in other parts of the healthcare system but affect the ED and, for example, include hospital bed shortages.

While the input factors relate to the demand for emergency services, the throughput and output factors relate to the supply of resources for patient care. Similarly, solutions to crowding may aim to manage demand by, for example, referring non-urgent arrivals to their general practitioner and diverting ambulances with urgent arrivals to other hospitals [e.g., 12, 13] or to increase supplies by, for example, calling in additional staff and increasing the number of beds [e.g., 14, 15]. A third type of solutions aims to improve ED clinicians’ awareness of how the demand for their services will likely evolve in the near future to enable them to prepare for crowded periods and, thereby, make optimal use of the available resources. These solutions include the development of crowding measures, such as the Emergency Department Work Index (EDWIN) [16], and models of patterns in the patient volume.

Asplin et al. [11] state that in the ED “arrivals follow predictable patterns.” Their data from an ED in the US show the highest number of patient arrivals on Mondays and the lowest on Sundays, but they acknowledge that the exact pattern may vary across EDs. In a study of a Brazilian ED, Marcilio et al. [17] find little variation in daily arrivals across the months of the year. In addition, extending their model with daily temperature readings did not improve its precision relative to a model that predicted patient arrivals on the basis of calendar variables only. Similarly, Jones et al. [18] find that the precision of their model of ED patient volumes improved only marginally when extended with predictor variables beyond calendar variables. The location-dependence of the patterns is emphasized by a study of an Israeli ED in which patient arrivals were highest on Sundays followed by Thursdays and lowest on weekends, which in Israel is half of Friday and all Saturday [19]. An additional seasonal variation indicated fewer arrivals at the Israeli ED in winter (December-March) than in spring and summer (April-September).

While patient arrivals measure ED input, the main measure of throughput is length of stay. The mean ED length of stay varies across studies and depends on the exact division of labor between the ED and the inpatient departments: 2.6 hours [20], 3.0 hours [21], and 4.0 hours [22]. According to Rathlev et al. [22] the primary drivers of ED length of stay are the number of arrivals, the number of elective surgical admissions, and the hospital occupancy, while the day of the week has no independent effect on length of stay. That is, length of stay increases with increasing competition for needed clinical resources. McCarthy et al. [23] find that the increase in ED length of stay with increasing crowding is an increase in waiting time prior to ED treatment and in boarding time (i.e., time from ED decision to admit until actual transfer to the inpatient department), while the ED treatment time is unaffected. They also report that crowding increases the waiting time for high-acuity patients, not just for patients at the lower triage levels.
With respect to output factors, the influence of bottlenecks in inpatient departments on crowding in the ED varies with the rate of patients admitted to an inpatient department after being seen in the ED. Pines et al. [24] report admission rates ranging between 10% and 26% for 1376 US hospitals. It appears that admission rates cannot be predicted from calendar variables [25].

2.2. Visualizing ED Crowding

Visualization provides possibilities for presenting data in ways that facilitate exploration and understanding of the data [26], often with a focus on showing many data in a format that enables users to gain an at-a-glance overview or see patterns in the data [27]. Most ED whiteboards have a tabular layout with a row of information about each patient [28]. That is, they do not provide aggregate information that aims to visualize the flow of patients through the ED or predict imminent crowding.

The most common visualization in studies of ED arrivals and crowding is a graph of the number of arrivals on the different hours of the day or days of the week [e.g., 11, 17, 19]. Nielsen et al. [29] extend such graphs by color-coding the bar for each hour of the day to indicate the number of arrivals at each triage level. A few studies propose interactive visualizations for use in the ED. Greci et al. [30] propose a compact visualization that shows the hour-by-hour evolution in a configurable set of parameters, including the number of patients who left without being seen by a physician, the number of patient arrivals by triage level, the number of ED staff, and the crowding metric EDWIN. Boyle et al. [31] propose a full-screen visualization that charts the number of patient arrivals across the hours of the day and forecasts the number of arrivals and admissions for tomorrow as well as their distribution on triage levels and medical specialties. Neither Greci et al. [30] nor Boyle et al. [31] evaluated their visualization during use in the ED.

3. METHOD

To investigate patterns in patient visits and the prospects of visualizing them we analyzed log data from two years of ED visits and interviewed six ED clinicians. Prior to conducting the study we obtained approval from the healthcare region. Access to the log data from the electronic ED whiteboard was regulated in a written agreement. The ED clinicians orally consented to be interviewed. Fig. (1) summarizes the method.

![Fig. (1). Steps in the analysis of the log and interview data.](image-url)

### 3.1. The ED

The study was conducted at a medium-size Danish hospital. The hospital had 250 beds and served an area of approximately 150,000 citizens. Almost all acute patients entered the hospital through the ED, which saw about 33,000
patients a year. As a rule of thumb, patients that could be discharged within 48 hours stayed in the ED for treatment, whereas all other patients were admitted and transferred to an inpatient department as quickly as possible. It may be noted that in Denmark hospital care is financed via taxes. Thus, neither ED treatment nor treatment in an inpatient department is dependent on the patient’s personal wealth or insurance.

The ED introduced an electronic whiteboard in late 2009. The whiteboard supplemented the electronic patient record by providing logistic information about the patients. For each patient, the whiteboard gave the patient’s name, age, time of arrival, room, triage level, responsible physician, responsible nurse, working diagnosis, current treatment activity, and a few other pieces of information. Clinicians updated the whiteboard manually and, in addition, some changes occurred automatically through integrations between the whiteboard and systems such as the laboratory system. Whenever the content of the whiteboard changed, the change was automatically logged.

3.2. Log Data

For the purpose of this study the whiteboard vendor produced a version of the log from which all patient names, clinician names, phone numbers, and other information that might identify persons had been removed. These anonymized log data covered the three-year period 2012-2014. However, the data for 2013 turned out to contain gaps of no data. To avoid that the gaps biased the results of our analysis, the data for 2013 were discarded and the analysis was based on the data for 2012 and 2014.

Each of the 1,934,041 entries in the log documented an event that changed the whiteboard content. A log entry consisted of a timestamp, the event type (e.g., TriageChanged), any values associated with the event (e.g., Triage: 4), and a system-generated identifier of the visit to which the event pertained. On the basis of the log data we, for each visit, determined:

- Time of arrival: when the patient arrived in the ED
- Length of stay: how long the patient was in the ED
- Triage level: the patient’s triage level at initial triage
- Age: the patient’s age in years

The clinicians expressed the triage level on the scale 1 (fast track), 2 (in need of assessment), 3 (ill), 4 (seriously ill), and 5 (life threatening). For 26% of the ED visits the log data contained no triage information. In addition, the log data contained no information about the patient’s age for 11% of the visits. Such incompleteness must be expected in operational data, the recording of which is secondary to the treatment of the patients. Information about time of arrival and length of stay was available for all visits. After removing 189 outliers (defined as visits longer than four days, i.e. 27 times the median length of stay), the log data comprised 67202 ED visits.

3.3. Interview Data

To enrich the log data we conducted a group interview with six ED clinicians: two physicians and four nurses. We chose a group interview because we believed that the discussions among the interviewees would deepen their deliberations and because our experience with the clinicians from previous work with the ED was that they talked freely in each other’s presence. Both reasons were confirmed during the interview. The purpose of the interview was to get information about the factors that affected the flow of patients through the ED and about how the ED clinicians handled the situations in which these factors threatened to lead to ED crowding. That is, the interview served to assess the importance of the patterns derivable from the log data relative to other factors affecting the flow of patients through the ED.

The interview lasted two hours. It was audio-recorded and, subsequently, transcribed. We analyzed the interview data through a process of meaning condensation. Initially, we read the transcript sentence by sentence to identify and mark up all mentions of bottlenecks in the patient flow. Then, we reread the transcript and produced a one-sentence description of each bottleneck and an additional one-sentence description of each initiative to counteract a bottleneck. Finally, similar descriptions were grouped to arrive at a list of unique bottlenecks, and the marked-up passages of the transcript were consulted again to extract examples of each bottleneck. For presentation purposes we sorted the list into bottlenecks relating to input, throughput, and output.
4. RESULTS

As a preamble to our analysis we note that with two years (731 days) of log data even small differences become statistically significant. We maintain the customary level of .05 for statistical significance but to avoid assigning importance to inconsequential effects we also report the effect size of the statistical tests. In addition, all pairwise comparisons were Bonferroni-adjusted to compensate for multiple comparisons.

4.1. Patient Arrivals

Fig. (2) shows the daily, weekly, and yearly pattern in patient arrivals. Time evidently influenced the number of patient arrivals.

![Graph showing patient arrivals by hour, day, and month](image)

Fig. (2). Number of patient arrivals by hour of the day (top), day of the week (middle), and month of the year (bottom)

Note. Data for 731 days. Error bars show the 95% confidence interval.

There was a significant effect of the hour of the day on the number of arrivals, $F(23, 17520) = 766.95, p < .001, \eta^2 = .50$. As indicated by the effect size ($\eta^2$), the effect was not just significant but also very large; the hour of the day...
explained 50% of the variance in the number of hourly arrivals. Arrivals varied from an average of 0.85 at 06 o’clock to an average of 7.25 at 11 o’clock. Pairwise comparisons showed significantly fewer arrivals during the night (01-07) than at any other time of the day, significant hour-by-hour increases in arrivals in the morning (08-11), and significant hour-by-hour decreases in arrivals from noon to midnight except in the early afternoon (13-15) and in the early evening (17-20).

There was also a significant effect of the day of the week on the number of arrivals, \( F(6, 724) = 14.05, p < .001, \eta^2 = .10. \) The day of the week explained 10% of the variance in the number of daily patient arrivals, which varied from an average of 85 on Saturdays to an average of 100 on Mondays. Pairwise comparisons showed significantly more arrivals on Mondays than on any other day and significantly fewer arrivals on Saturdays and Sundays than on any non-weekend day.

Finally, there was a significant effect of the month of the year on the number of arrivals, \( F(11, 719) = 13.00, p < .001, \eta^2 = .17. \) This effect explained 17% of the variance in the number of daily arrivals, which varied from an average of 82 in February to an average of 102 in July. Pairwise comparisons showed significantly more daily arrivals during summer (July-August) than during any month from mid autumn to mid spring (October-April) and significantly fewer daily arrivals during winter (December-February) than during any month from late spring to early autumn (May-September).

### 4.2. Length of Stay

We analyzed how the patients’ triage level, determined immediately upon their arrival to the ED, influenced their length of stay, (see Table 1). There was a significant effect of triage level on length of stay, \( F(4, 49538) = 1572.63, p < .001, \eta = .11. \) Triage level explained 11% of the variance in length of stay, which was an average of 5.6 times longer for patients at triage level 3 compared to triage level 5. Pairwise comparisons showed significant differences in length of stay for all pairs of triage level, except between levels 1 and 2. That is, length of stay increased from levels 1 and 2 to level 3 and progressively decreased from level 3 to level 4 and, in turn, to level 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Triage level</th>
<th>Number of visits</th>
<th>Mean (Length of stay)</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1496</td>
<td>10.27</td>
<td>12.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11980</td>
<td>11.02</td>
<td>10.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12247</td>
<td>13.71</td>
<td>12.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>23422</td>
<td>5.34</td>
<td>8.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Due to missing triage values the number of visits for the five triage levels sum to less than 67202.

We found a significant interaction between triage level and the hour of day, \( F(91, 49423) = 2.07, p < .001, \eta^2 = .004. \) However, as indicated by the effect size, the interaction explained a negligible 0.4% of the variance in length of stay. There was also a significant interaction between triage level and the day of week, \( F(24, 49508) = 1.52, p < .05, \eta = .001, \) but again the effect size was negligible. Thus, for practical purposes the effect of the triage level on the length of stay differed neither from one hour of the day to another, nor from one day of the week to another.

To analyze the effect of age on length of stay, we divided the patients into five age groups, (see Table 2). There was a significant effect of age group on length of stay, \( F(4, 59961) = 1615.07, p < .001, \eta = .10. \) Age group explained 10% of the variance in length of stay, and the impact of this effect was corroborated by the fourfold increase in the average length of stay from the youngest to the oldest age group. Pairwise comparisons showed significant differences in length of stay for all pairs of age group. Thus, length of stay increased with age.

We found a significant interaction between age group and the hour of the day, \( F(92, 59846) = 2.37, p < .001, \eta^2 = .003, \) but the effect size was negligible. Thus, for practical purposes the hour of the day did not modify the effect of age group on length of stay. There was no interaction between age group and the day of the week, \( F(24, 59931) = 1.14, p = .29. \) The observed power of this test was high (.89). Thus, the day of the week did not modify how age group affected length of stay.
Table 2. Length of stay by age group, \(N = 59966\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group</th>
<th>Number of visits</th>
<th>Length of stay (hours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-19</td>
<td>10752</td>
<td>3.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-39</td>
<td>11558</td>
<td>6.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-59</td>
<td>13721</td>
<td>8.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-79</td>
<td>15951</td>
<td>11.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 or older</td>
<td>7984</td>
<td>13.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Due to missing age values the number of visits for the five age groups sum to less than 67202.

We also analyzed whether length of stay was affected more by the hour of the day at which the patient arrived in the ED or the hour of the day at which the patient left the ED, (see Fig. 3). There was a significant effect of arrival hour on length of stay, \(F(23, 67178) = 11.35, p < .001, \eta^2 = .004\), but the effect size was negligible. There was also a significant effect of leaving hour on length of stay, \(F(23, 67178) = 172.44, p < .001, \eta^2 = .056\), and the effect size was about 14 times larger than for arrival hour. Thus, leaving hour explained considerably more of the variance in length of stay than arrival hour.

Fig. (3). Length of stay by the hour of the day at which the patient arrived (top) and left the ED (bottom) Note. Data for 731 days. Error bars show the 95% confidence interval

4.3. Bottlenecks in the ED

The interviewees identified a number of bottlenecks that might lead to crowding in the ED. The bottlenecks related to input, throughput, and output, (see Table 3).
The bottlenecks about the inflow of patients identified the points in time at which the interviewees knew the number of patient arrivals peaked. A reason for the daily peak in the morning was that patients started arriving after they had seen their general practitioners, who in the interviewees’ opinion were not good at helping to distribute the arrival of non-urgent patients across the day. A system informing the general practitioners about current waiting times in the ED was proposed as a means of helping the general practitioners advice non-urgent patients about when to go to the ED.

Table 3. Bottlenecks in ED patient treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bottleneck</th>
<th>Example of interview data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mornings</td>
<td>“There is a bottleneck in the morning, which grows until noon.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boom days</td>
<td>“Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays – early in the week – we are booming, and Fridays – before the weekend.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Throughput</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff work hours</td>
<td>“It is only to some extent about the number of patients arriving. It is more about the work hours of the staff – about when the physicians leave.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear workflows</td>
<td>“You must complete the writing of the record [for your current patient] before you see the next patient […] Then we get linear processes that become longer and longer”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual data entry</td>
<td>“Manual updating of data is hopeless. Particularly if we say that there may be 100 processes involved in being admitted to hospital. You have to automate as many of them as possible.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overview of patient progress</td>
<td>“No overview of how far the physicians are in record-writing or in reaching a decision about disposition, or could we potentially have a bottleneck because none of our patients are ready to be transferred to an inpatient ward”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal competences</td>
<td>“A large bottleneck in relation to the physicians, in getting the junior physicians to see and complete their patients quickly enough”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No admissions at night</td>
<td>“We are not allowed to transfer patients [to an inpatient department] between 11 in the evening and 7 in the morning to shield the inpatient departments, and for the sake of the patients.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling patient transfers</td>
<td>“The inpatient departments create bottlenecks […] There is an agreement that they have one hour from we report a patient for transfer until they report when [they can receive the patient], and that is fluctuating.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home transports</td>
<td>“We have patients occupying a bed while waiting for an ambulance to transport them home. The wait should be no longer than 3 hours but sometimes it is 7 hours, if the ambulances are busy driving new patients to the hospital.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With respect to throughput, the interviewees agreed that “It is the human resources - nurses, physicians, assistants, porters - that limit our possibilities for action.” Thus, several bottlenecks concerned scarcity of human resources and inefficient use of them. For example, the ED was only staffed with physicians from 08 to 21. The rest of the day physicians were only available on an on-call basis (from the inpatient departments). Also, blood samples could only be drawn and analyzed twice during the night for patients at triage levels 1 to 3. Overly linear workflows were identified as inefficient because they tied the physicians to single patients for too long. Manual data entry was a near permanent bottleneck and experienced as particularly annoying because the same information often had to be recorded multiple times, in different electronic systems that were not exchanging data. Another bottleneck concerned inadequate overview of how far the group of patients in the ED had progressed in their ED trajectory. This bottleneck created imbalances between the objective of maintaining the flow of patients through the ED and that of attending to the highly triaged patients first. Lowly triaged patients could often be completed quickly, thereby maintaining the flow and restoring a fuller focus on the highly triaged patients. A coordinating nurse had previously been dedicated to the task of assigning clinicians to patients and balancing the objectives of patient flow and treatment urgency. Without a coordinating nurse, the interviewees experienced that the overview required to maintain this balance became a frequent bottleneck. Finally, the competences of the individual clinicians working a shift were pertinent to throughput. The interviewees emphasized the stark difference between working a shift with competent as opposed to less competent colleagues. Less competent clinicians needed more time to complete tasks and responded less effectively to an increase in crowding, often as a result of having less experience in ED work.

Three bottlenecks restricted the outflow of patients from the ED. Patients could not be transferred from the ED to the inpatient departments during the night. This practice was adopted to shield the inpatient departments, some of which did not have the nighttime resources to receive new patients without possibly compromising the quality of care. However, the practice meant that the outflow from the ED during the night was restricted to the patients who could be sent home. The magnitude of this bottleneck was evident in the patients’ length of stay, which displayed a sharp increase for the patients discharged at 08 o’clock when the patients who had been boarding in the ED during the night started to be transferred to other departments, (see Fig. 3) (bottom). During the day, when patients could be transferred to the inpatient departments, the scheduling of these transfers constituted another bottleneck. From the interviewees’ point of view the inpatient departments were slow to accept new patients. The slowness frequently made it difficult for the ED to free beds as quickly as they needed them for new patients. Similarly, patients discharged to go home often had to stay in the ED for hours if they were to be transported home by ambulance. The waiting time for a home
transport was longest when the ambulances were busy transporting new patients to the ED. Thus, the waiting time was longest when the ED was most in need of freeing beds for new patients to avoid crowding.

The interviewees also described several initiatives to prevent bottlenecks and manage crowding. These initiatives included a recently established daily bed meeting among the department heads to help distribute the patients more evenly across departments. Another initiative was a one-hour threshold for the inpatient departments to report back when they were able to admit a patient currently in the ED. However, most of the statements about initiatives to manage crowding centered on the possibility of receiving early warnings of upcoming crowding. An early warning would make precautions against crowding more effective because they would be triggered in time, and it could help prevent escalation and stress in other situations by signaling that these situations were not out of the ordinary. The interviewees proposed that early warnings could be generated on the basis of information about the number of announced patients, the occupancy level of the ED, how far the patients in the ED had progressed toward disposition, and the current staff resources in the ED. Much of this information could be extracted from the electronic whiteboard but the interviewees were very aware that for the early warnings to be accurate the whiteboard would have to be updated in a more consistent and timely manner, preferably by replacing most manual data entry with automated updates.

5. DISCUSSION

In the following, we discuss patterns in ED visits and bottlenecks in ED work with a view to the prospects of visualizing such patterns to help manage crowding.

5.1. Patterns in ED Visits

The number of patient arrivals in the ED varied predictably across the day, week, and year. In particular, the hour of the day explained 50% of the variance in patient arrivals, which displayed a pattern consistent with previous studies [11, 29]. The interviewees were well aware of the daily pattern, whereas the weekly and yearly patterns were less apparent to them. Specifically, their subjective experience that weekdays, except Thursdays, were really busy does not fully reflect the weekly pattern in arrivals with more arrivals on Mondays and no difference between the other weekdays. Previous studies find somewhat different weekly patterns, thereby indicating that patterns exist but depend on local conditions [17 - 19]. For yearly patterns the results of previous studies vary from little monthly variation [17] to a pattern similar to ours [19].

Length of stay varied predictably with triage level and age group. The increase in length of stay from triage levels 1 and 2 to level 3 probably results from the more severe condition of patients triaged at level 3, thereby requiring more treatment. The progressive decrease in the length of stay from level 3 to level 5 indicates that it is urgent to clarify the condition of patients triaged at levels 4 and, especially, 5 to be able to transfer them to an inpatient department for specialist treatment. The relationship between triage level and length of stay is consistent with the study by Yoon et al. [32]. With respect to age, length of stay increased with age. Biber et al. [33] find increasing length of stay with age for trauma patients but no age effect on length of stay for non-trauma patients. An explanation of the partial inconsistency with our results may be a more restricted scope of the work in the ED studied by Biber et al. [33], in which the median length of stay was 1.78 hours compared to 3.52 hours in the ED we studied.

The staffing of the ED already follows a pattern similar to the daily pattern in patient arrivals with most staff during dayshifts and fewest during nightshifts. Knowledge of additional, possibly local, patterns would provide additional opportunities for matching available resources to the demand for clinical services. We see three implications of the presence of these patterns in patient visits. First, the patterns must be made known to the clinicians and their management. To this end, there is a need for a low-overhead tool that aggregates information across patients and provides visualizations akin to Figs. (2, 3). Such visualizations go beyond the current whiteboard and patient records, which provide information about the individual patient. Second, the yearly variation in patient arrivals is not matched by a similar variation in the staffing of the ED. Thus, the same number of clinicians has to treat more patients in the summer than in the winter. On the basis of analyses such as ours the staffing of an ED could be matched more closely to recurrent patterns in the flow of patients, thereby balancing the workload and reducing the risk of oversights caused by high workload. Third, emergency patients compete with elective patients for access to, for example, surgery. Waiting for surgery is stressful for the patient, increases length of stay, and may have ripple effects on other patients. It may, therefore, be considered to schedule more of the elective patients for surgery during the periods with fewer arrivals in the ED.
5.2. Bottlenecks

The bottlenecks identified by the six interviewees show that temporality is important to throughput and output in addition to input. Specifically, the throughput bottleneck of staff work hours and the output bottleneck of not admitting patients to inpatient departments during the night are tightly linked to the hours of the day, just as the input bottleneck in the morning. The temporal bottlenecks in throughput and output are reflected in the length of stay; the input bottleneck in the morning is about the number of arrivals. It is evident from the log data that the hour at which patients leave the ED explains more of the variance in length of stay than the hour at which patients arrive. That is, throughput and output factors influence length of stay much more than input factors. Patients leaving the ED in the morning have stayed almost three times as long in the ED as patients leaving during the night. This difference demonstrates that patients board in the ED during the night while waiting to be transferred to an inpatient department or seen by an ED physician.

The flow of patients through the ED is complicated by an inadequate overview of the patients’ progress in their ED trajectory. While the whiteboard aims at providing this overview for the individual patient, the interviewees express that it is missing at the level of the group of ED patients. That is, no tool or person continuously aggregates the information about the individual patients into an overview of the patient flow through the ED. The absence of such an overview degrades the ability of the ED to manage the fundamental difficulty associated with crowding: Whenever the demand for ED services exceeds the available resources, delays will occur. A delay has carry-over effects because the delayed treatment consumes resources that would otherwise have been available for later patients. In contrast, excess resources do not carry over; any excess capacity in resources is lost. The flexibility of the ED in managing crowding is further reduced by overly linear workflows and by tiresome, duplicated manual data entry. In transferring patients out of the ED it is a bottleneck that the inpatient departments are experienced as slow to accept new patients. Inpatient departments face the disincentive that discharging a relatively well patient very often means that the bed will immediately be filled with a patient from the ED who requires a high level of care. This disincentive makes it attractive for busy inpatient departments to hang on to their relatively well patients [34].

The bottlenecks in throughput and output have implications relating to the ability of the ED to respond to dynamically changing circumstances. First, a better overview of the patients’ progress in their ED trajectory is needed. A visualization at the level of the group of ED patients may facilitate this overview but it is futile unless the clinicians attend to it and react to crowding situations in a coordinated manner. Hertzum and Simonsen [8] analyze how such an overview is provided by a coordinative unit consisting of an ED whiteboard and a coordinating nurse, thereby suggesting that a visualization on the whiteboard will not suffice. A person tasked with maintaining an overview of the ED may be necessary. Second, the disincentive faced by the inpatient departments may make them reluctant toward visualizations aimed at creating interdepartmental transparency about free beds. A more effective negotiated transparency can, probably, be achieved by the daily bed meeting among the department heads. This suggests that a visualization of ED crowding should be approached as an intradepartmental tool in order to increase acceptance, avoid gaming, and target issues on which the ED clinicians have influence.

5.3. Prospects of Visualizing Crowding

One approach to the visualization of crowding would be to relate the demand for ED services directly to the available resources. Given a rating of the clinicians’ level of competence and the patient conditions they are trained to handle it would, for example, be possible to relate the evolving mix of patients to the present supply of clinician resources. It may, however, be difficult to rate the clinicians with sufficient accuracy and controversial to make such explicit ratings of the individual clinicians. In addition, Asplin et al. [11] contend that “deviations from expected LOS or census may be more important predictors of quality outcomes than absolute LOS or census”. This contention suggests that visualizations of crowding should relate the evolving state of the ED to its normal state, rather than relate demand to available resources.

The normal state of the ED is recorded in the log data from the ED whiteboard. The temporal pattern that explains most of the variance in the inflow of patients is the hour of the day. Thus, a simple but informative visualization could show today’s patient arrivals on the background of the normal hour-by-hour pattern in patient arrivals. In Fig. (4) (top left) the background curves show the mean number of arrivals for the present day of the week (Monday) and the mean plus/minus half of the standard deviation and plus/minus the standard deviation. That is, the background curves divide the number of arrivals into six bands, each containing roughly one sixth of the historical data and, thereby, provide a context for interpreting today’s arrivals and estimating how their number is likely to evolve from the present time (14
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o'clock) onward.

To provide information about throughput and output, length of stay must also be visualized. A compact way of adding information about length of stay to the number of arrivals is by leaving out information about the time of day (Fig. 4, top right). Today’s arrivals are broken into those who are no longer in the ED (blue), those who are currently in the ED (green), and those who have been announced for arrival but who have not yet arrived (red). Announced patients are also recorded on the whiteboard and provide explicit information about upcoming arrivals. For each group, the visualization gives the number of patients and their average length of stay. The background curves again show the mean, the mean plus/minus half of the standard deviation, and the mean plus/minus the standard deviation, for the present day of the week. As time passes, patients will move through the announced and current groups to the past group and the visualization will change.

A more elaborate visualization would also include information about the patients’ triage level because length of stay differs across the triage levels and because the time spent on the different treatment activities must be assessed relative to the patient’s triage level. In Fig. (4) (bottom) the left-hand part shows today’s accumulated patient arrivals until the present time of day (14 o’clock) divided onto triage levels and, thereafter, the historical mean number of arrivals for the present day of the week (Monday). The right-hand part of the visualization shows the length of stay for each triage level with indicators inside the bars giving the time for the main activities in the ED treatment workflow and indicators outside the bars marking selected percentile values in length of stay (e.g., 80% of the historical patients triaged at this level stayed in the ED for at most the time indicated by the 80 percentile).

We note three implications important to the prospects of visualizing ED crowding. First, visualizations require reliable data. The last visualization is the most diagnostic but it also involves data that are, at present, not recorded.
consistently. In the log data, triage levels are present for 74% of the patients and none of the main activities in the ED treatment workflow are present for more than 55% of the patients. The frequent absence of data beyond patients’ arrival and leaving times is a result of the constant tension between treating patients and documenting treatments. This tension is aggravated by the status of the whiteboard as a transitional artifact. Transitional artifacts hold procedural information and, thereby, fill a gap between the work being performed and the formal documentation of it [35]. While the procedural information is pertinent to the visualization of crowding, the transitional status of the whiteboard means that it is less consistently kept than the patient records with the formal documentation of the patients’ condition. Second, to achieve a broader range of reliable data, automated updates must replace manual data entry. Such integration of the whiteboard with other electronic systems in the ED would reduce a tiresome bottleneck in the clinicians’ work and improve the prospects of making reliable visualizations. Third, clinicians expect visualizations to be accurate and prognostic [34]. We propose visualizations that show data for today on the background of curves showing the historical pattern. This approach leaves the forecasting of future patient visits to the clinicians’ assessment of how today aligns with the historical pattern. An alternative, especially for longer forecasting intervals, is forecasting models based on time series analysis [36].

5.4. Limitations

Three limitations should be remembered in interpreting the results of this study. First, the study is based on data from a single ED. It would be valuable to replicate the study in other EDs. These EDs should, preferably, span a range of base levels in the demand and supply of emergency services. Second, only a subset of the fields of information on the whiteboard was consistently filled in by the clinicians. We had information about the arrival time and leaving time of all patients and about the triage level and age of most patients. All other whiteboard information was available for at most half of the patients, though it should in principle be recorded for all patients. As a consequence, factors such as medical specialization and staff shifts are not considered in the analysis of the log data. Also, the possible effects of holidays (apart from weekends) are not analyzed. Third, the proposed visualizations have not been evaluated during ED work. The visualizations are based on data from two years of using the ED whiteboard and match many of the requirements expressed by the interviewees but we acknowledge that evaluation is necessary to assess the practical usefulness of the visualizations.

CONCLUSION

ED crowding is caused by bottlenecks in input, throughput, and output. While the variance in patient inflow in the studied ED can to a substantial extent be explained with calendar variables, a main measure of throughput and output is length of stay, which varies with triage level, patient age, and leaving hour. We propose three visualizations that show today’s patient visits – arrivals and length of stay – on top of curves showing the historical pattern in patient visits for the present day of the week. The visualizations capture factors important to the evolving balance between the demand for ED services and the available resources and, thereby, demonstrate the potential of using data from the ED whiteboard to provide early warnings of crowding. Whereas the whiteboard has a row for each current patient, the early warnings aggregate whiteboard data into a status at the level of the department rather than the individual patient. The clinicians ask for such early warnings but also expect them to be accurate and prognostic. To this end it would be desirable to split length of stay into components such as waiting to be seen, treatment, and boarding because these components can more directly be related to concrete bottlenecks, thereby increasing the diagnosticity of the visualizations. For example, linear workflows affect waiting times, personal competences affect treatment times, and home transports affect boarding times. However, in the studied ED such component times were, at present, not recorded with the consistency required for accurate visualizations. It is for future work to determine how ED clinicians will balance the value they derive from visualizations of crowding against the work they must put into consistently updating the whiteboard to yield accurate visualizations.
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